AMBASSADORS AND VOLUNTEERS
Gold and Blue Student Ambassadors and University volunteers will be available to assist you during Commencement. Be sure to ask them any questions you may have. Look for students wearing gold polo shirts with the GBSA insignia and adults wearing official WVU name tags.

ACCOMMODATIONS
If you made arrangements with WVU’s Office of Accessibility Services, please follow the instructions that were provided to you. If you did not make arrangements prior to Commencement, a staff member from the Office of Accessibility Services will be happy to assist you. Accessible seating is limited and available on a first-come, first-served basis.

COURTESY
West Virginia University asks that guests remain in their seats. For the safety and security of the participants, guests are not permitted to approach the stage to take personal photos of, present gifts to, or congratulate the graduates. Air horns or other noise-making devices are forbidden to be used at any time. Please turn your cell phone to ‘silent’ and remember that graduates will remain with their class for the duration of the ceremony. Your cooperation is much appreciated.

DIPLOMAS
Graduates will receive a WVU diploma cover as they are individually recognized. Diplomas will be mailed to graduates in the weeks following the ceremony. Please contact the Office of the University Registrar at registrar@mail.wvu.edu or (304) 293-5355 if you have any questions.

EMERGENCY INFORMATION
In the case of an emergency, event staff will guide guests and graduates to the nearest exit. If medical attention is needed, EMS is available to assist. Please seek out a Gold and Blue Student Ambassador or other staff member to assist you.

FLORAL SALES
Flowers are available for purchase. A variety of options come in gold and blue packaging. Cash only. Proceeds benefit WVU’s Horticulture Club and Plant and Soil Sciences Club.

FEEDBACK
Following Commencement, a survey will be posted at graduation.wvu.edu to gather feedback. WVU encourages graduates, participants, and guests to complete this online form.

LOST AND FOUND
Please call (304) 293-7132 to make inquiries about any lost and found items. Unclaimed items will be retained for 90 days and then donated to an appropriate organization.

PHOTOGRAPHY
WVU is pleased to announce its partnership with GradImages to capture the special memories of Commencement. A photograph of each student will be taken as he or she crosses the stage. Additional shots may also be offered. Graduates will be sent electronic and hard copies of their photo proofs. All electronic communication will be private and secure and will be sent to the e-mail address indicated by the graduate. Electronic proofs can be expected within 24 hours of the conclusion of each ceremony. For complete information, please visit www.gradimages.com.

West Virginia University is a tobacco-free campus.
Commencement Traditions

THE SEAL
West Virginia University’s seal was adopted by the WVU Board of Regents on June 15, 1869. The Regents’ original, handwritten resolution is located in the University Archives at the Wise Library. The Greek motto in the inner circle translates to: “Add to your faith virtue and to virtue knowledge.” The Latin verse in the outer circle translates to: “Seal of the West Virginia University. Established 7 February, 1867.” The hills depicted behind Woodburn Circle reflect the institution’s stability and a rising sun indicates its prosperity.

THE MACE
The mace is a symbolic tradition that originated during the Middle Ages. The ornamental staff of authority is brought to the platform by the University Marshal, who signifies the beginning of the ceremony by tapping it three times and placing it in its holder. The mace used in official ceremonies at West Virginia University was handcrafted by a WVU professor. It represents the official authority of the University president and precedes him or her at academic ceremonies, including Commencement and inaugurations. When the president is not in attendance, smaller batons are used to signify the designation of authority.

THE REGALIA
The history of academic regalia worn today dates to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe evolved from ecclesiastical institutions where both faculty and students were regarded as part of the clergy and dressed in clerical garb. The head covering of modern academic costume was developed from the skullcap worn by the clergy in cold weather to protect their tonsured heads. At universities, this skullcap acquired a point on top, which gradually evolved into a tassel. The bonnet with tassel is still worn by some, but it has largely been replaced by the more familiar mortarboard.

The gown worn today seems to have been borrowed from the habit worn by Benedictine monks. No trimming is found on bachelor’s or master’s gowns, but for those holding doctoral degrees, the gown is faced down the front and trimmed on the sleeves with velvet.

Today’s hood is colored according to the scholarly field of the individual and bears the official colors of the institution that conferred the degree. WVU’s ceremonial regalia consists of a blue gown with blue velvet trim, a gold and blue hood, and a blue hat. This regalia is worn by members of the platform party, special guests, and members of the administration.

THE ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
The sequence of the processional is as follows: members of the platform party, deans, faculty, degree candidates, honored guests, and the University president.

THE MARSHALS
The tradition of academic marshals comes from storied English universities. The Grand Marshal is the chief protocol officer who coordinates the ceremonial traditions of Commencement, including the processional and recessional. The Grand Marshal is also responsible for the school’s relics, including the mace and batons. University marshals are typically members of the faculty. Schools and colleges may also select their own faculty and student marshals to help facilitate their individual ceremonies.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY MARSHALS
Kari E. Sand-Jecklin, Grand Marshal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terence Ahern</th>
<th>Lawrence A. Hornak</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Khashayer Aminian</td>
<td>Hillar Klandorf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Beall</td>
<td>Kevin Larkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clifton Bishop</td>
<td>Dianna Martinelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Bishop</td>
<td>Michael McCawley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Fisher</td>
<td>Susan Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Fiske</td>
<td>Susan Newfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Hagan</td>
<td>A. Graham Peace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Hunt</td>
<td>Jeffrey L. Petersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Gale</td>
<td>Charles D. Ponte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter M. Gannett</td>
<td>Chad N. Proudfoot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesfa Gebremedhin</td>
<td>Andrew Shiemke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Gerbo</td>
<td>Gail VanVoorhis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohssen Ghalichebaf</td>
<td>Jack C. Watson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret K. Glenn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dear Graduate,

Congratulations! You have worked hard for this day – the day you become a West Virginia University graduate. Your dedication, perseverance, and enthusiasm for learning have helped you reach this goal, and the knowledge and skills you’ve gained as a WVU student have prepared you for a great future.

The families and friends celebrating with you today have played a critical role in your success. I thank them for helping you reach this moment.

Please stay in touch and wear your Flying WV with pride, wherever you may go. I wish you all the very best in the future!

Sincerely,

James P. Clements, Ph.D.
President, West Virginia University
List of Degree Candidates

College of Law
8

School of Pharmacy
9

School of Dentistry
10

School of Public Health
11

School of Nursing
12-13

School of Medicine
14-15

Perley Isaac Reed School of Journalism
16-17

College of Business & Economics
18-19

Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources & Design
20-22

College of Creative Arts
23

College of Physical Activity & Sport Sciences
24-25

Benjamin M. Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources
26-29

College of Education & Human Services
30-32

University College
33

Eberly College of Arts & Sciences
34-41

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Order of Exercises

West Virginia University Commencement
December 20, 2013

PRELUDE & PROCESSIONAL  William Haller, D.M.A.

* NATIONAL ANTHEM  WVU Epsilon Sigma Chapter
                    Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity
                    Brennan Wood, Music Director

WELCOMING REMARKS  James P. Clements, Ph.D.
                    President
                    West Virginia University

SPECIAL RECOGNITION  James W. Dailey, II
                     Chair
                     West Virginia University Board of Governors

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS  Kenneth D. Gray, J.D.
                       Vice President for Student Affairs
                       West Virginia University

MY HOME AMONG THE HILLS  WVU Epsilon Sigma Chapter
                          Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity

PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES  Michele G. Wheatly, Ph.D.
                                    Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
                                    West Virginia University

CONFERRING OF DEGREES  James P. Clements, Ph.D.

*ALMA MATER  WVU Epsilon Sigma Chapter
              Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity

RECESSIONAL  William Haller, D.M.A.

*  Please stand.
Kenneth D. Gray, Major General, U.S. Army, Retired, currently serves as Vice President for Student Affairs at West Virginia University. He leads programs, services, activities, and resources that respond to the concerns and needs of West Virginia University students. The Office of Student Affairs promotes a positive student-centered campus culture, creating an environment where students can grow personally, intellectually, and realize their dreams.

He received his Bachelor of Arts degree from West Virginia State College in 1966, and was commissioned a second lieutenant from the Reserve Officers Training Corps. In 1969, he received his Juris Doctor degree from West Virginia University’s College of Law and entered active duty in the U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s (JAG) Corps. He served in various assignments during his military career, culminating with his promotion to Major General and service as The Assistant Judge Advocate General of the Army from 1993-1997. He is the first and only African-American General Officer in the history of the Army Judge Advocate General’s Corps since its creation in 1775.

His military awards include the U.S. Army Distinguished Service Medal, the Legion of Merit, the Bronze Star Medal, Meritorious Service Medal, the Army Commendation Medal, and the Army Achievement Medal. He has also been inducted into the West Virginia State College ROTC Hall of Fame, received the Justicia Officium Award (the highest award given by the College of Law at West Virginia University), inducted into the Academy of Distinguished Alumni at West Virginia University, and received the National Bar Association’s Gertrude E. Rush Distinguished Service Award for outstanding leadership and devoted service. He is also a WVU College of Law Dean’s Partner.

At West Virginia University, the Kenneth D. Gray Leadership Award was created by the West Virginia University Student Organization’s office in Gray’s honor and is awarded on an annual basis to an outstanding student leader who exhibits exemplary leadership skills. Gray has also received the WVU Outstanding Alumni Award and was awarded the Richard T. Feller Outstanding Alumni Award for Distinguished Service to Students. He has been recognized as a Distinguished West Virginian by former Governors Caperton and Underwood and was selected as the 2011 NAACP Administrator of the Year by the WVU student Collegiate Chapter of the NAACP. He is also the recipient of the Strong Men and Women: Excellence in Leadership Award presented by Dominion Energy in Richmond, Virginia. He was recently inducted into the West Virginia All Black Schools Sports and Academic Hall of Fame.

In November 2013, the National Bar Association, the nation’s oldest and largest association of African-American lawyers and judges in the United States, named a new and distinguished award in Gray’s honor: The Major General Kenneth D. Gray Excellence in Jurisprudence Award. This award will recognize a leader, jurist, or practitioner who has exhibited distinctive and exemplary service to their community or nation.

Gray is a member of the West Virginia Bar and Texas Bar. He is an American Bar Association Foundation Fellow, a West Virginia Bar Foundation Fellow, and a member of the Texas Bar Foundation. He is also past chair of the American Bar Association’s Government and Public Sector Lawyers Division and past co-chair of the Association of Public Land Grant University’s Council on Student Affairs and the Council’s Executive Committee.

He and his wife Carolyn have two sons who are graduates of WVU.
DOCTOR OF JURISPRUDENCE

August 2013
Benjamin James Calkins
George Vincent Junkins

December 2013
Eric Robert Arnold
David Patrick Disque
Karl Joseph Kolenich
Alicia Marie Lauderman
Brackett William Smith
David Joshua Snyder

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

December 2013
Timothy Daniel Pellegrin

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2013
Swati Sarada Kunduri
Matthew James Robson

December 2013
Jason Randall Healy
Pallavi Balwant Rane

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2013
Omar Fayez Sulaiman Attarabeen

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
MASTER OF SCIENCE

Endodontics
August 2013
Gabriel Martin Holley, DDS
Dustin Shane Reynolds, DDS

Prosthodontics
August 2013
Safa Tahmasebi, DDS
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2013
Brent Clifford Doney
Rose Marie Pignataro

December 2013
Ruchi Bhandari

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

August 2013
Ishonté Cherrile Allar
Clayton Daniel Lee Allison
Chad Barrett Crigger
Yohannes Daffo Gebremariam
Kestrel Alexandra Innes-Wimsatt
Lindsey Kathleen Jennings
Michael Edward Jude II
Abdulraouf Lamoshi
Sahitya Mallipeddi
Tiffany Wyn Yan Ngan
Sheena Louise Sayres
Gina Maria Louise Wood

December 2013
Rayed Abdullah Almanei
Devan Marie Basil
Paige Elizabeth Dewhirst
Elizabeth T. Bailey Little
Kelli Lynn Riggleman
Amanda Lynne White

MASTER OF SCIENCE

August 2013
Courtney Conron Morrison

December 2013
Jill Kennedy
Stephanie Lycett
Gamble May
Larry Richard May
Melissa Sue Ray
Brendan R. Ward
Andrea Watson
Yue Yue

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

August 2013
Anita C. Fouch
Darlene Verdie Hinds
Patricia Danaher Setlow

December 2013
Lori Anne Constantine
Kevin Ray Lewis
Angela Dawn Miller

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2013
Tina Antill Keener

August 2013
Emily Rae Belcher
Allison Renee Carter
Stephanie Ann Caruso
Dale Thomas Childs
** Alyssa Brooke Crosten
Elizabeth Erin Culberson
Lauren Elizabeth DePalma
Lora Lee Garlitz
Shanon Marie Gilbertson
Bianna Nicole Gurick
Christopher Elton Hall
*** Ann Noelle Lucke-Wold
Samantha Lynn Ludwig
* Peggy Marauw
Emily Elisabeth Moore
** Jessica Autumn Paolucci
Helen Rochelle Riffle
Katie Jo Robinson
Jina Jo Roy
* Laura Joy Scarton
Elizabeth Schauer Shogren
Tonya Kay Skidmore
** Kimberly Ann Smith
** Courtney Marie Stevens
Danielle Nicole Stolfi
* Austin Michael Thomas
Alysia Isabel Thompson
Kyla Danielle Wright
Hannah Hardwick Yetzer

December 2013
Elysa Diane Hoard
Bianca Carmella Biondillo
Cheyanne Elizabeth Chafin
Savana Len Dobler
* Hannah Oncia Lloyd
* Emma Catherine Moore
** Shannon Nicole Neighoff
Sierra Ellyse O’Brien
Hashmiru A. Sesay
Sable Mystique Sherman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING - RN

August 2013
** Brenda Lee Amico
Brittany Elizabeth Amole
** Laura Vicky Bailey
Jenna Marie Bain
John Michael Barnett
Nicole Benson
Sarah Renee Bergstrom
* Tammi Endicott Blankenship
Gretchen Marie Bridendolph
Kelly Jean Browning
Denise Renee Long Burgess
*** Katie Fay Butcher
Ryan Carey Buzzerd
Brianna Danielle Canterbury
Jamie Rebekkah Carter
*** Rachel Anne Clemens
Leigh Ann Cochran
** Angela Marietta Cox
Taylor Ryan Crabtree
* Veronica Ann Deno
*** Ana Maria Dragoiescu
Katie Jo Duvall
* Anita Marie Kelly Ellis
** Danielle Marie Ercolano
** Shelly Lynn Fizer
Robert Allan Fortney
** Dana Shae Froble
Lori Michele Haapala
Elizabeth Dianne Hager
Brittany Nicole Harvey
** LaWanda Michelle Harvey
Kyla Michelle Hatfield
Erin Raye Hopkins
** Kelly Jean Jarrell
Merianne Francis Jarrett
Tena L. Johnston
*** Brady Austin Kappes
*** Jessica Jo Kennedy
* Brooklyn Jo Kildow
Michelle Lynn Lacy
Rebecca Ann Lawrence
* Tracy Lynn Leeege
* Sarah M. Long
** Ric’Kell Jean Lusk
* Taylor Nicole Maltba
Lynnsey Michele Martin
Erica Maria McCoy
Susan Ruth McKenrick
Sarah Daphne McMakin
** Tabitha Kara McPherson
Joshua Aaron Middleton
* Amanda Jane Mills
** Brian Kirk Mooney
** Victoria Lorraine Nester
Omolara O. Ogunade
Briana Danielle Olthaus
Amy Nicole Parish
** Rita Jean Parker
*** Mindy Marie Jacobs
Michaela Marie Richards
** Carolyn Kay Riggleman
Tina Lucille Sanders
Danielle Nicole Santichavalitskul
** Stephanie Lynn Sherwood
Erin Colleen Smail
Allison Blaire Smith
Rikki Lynn Smith
Scottie Allen Smith
*** Kimberly Ann Snodgrass
Christina Fay St. Clair
Elizabeth Mae Stafford
* Shelley Lee Starkey
Michelle Dawn Stewart
** Charlea Francis Taylor
Kathy Gail Taylor
** Sariah Dale Waldron
*** Heather Nicole Wall
Trina Gayle Young

December 2013
** Lisa Marlane Bronaugh
* Alyssa Michele Cline
Edward Lloyd Cox, Jr
Kristy Lea Ellis
Marilyn M. Ford
Michael Steven Hunter
Tia Marie Jordan
Kimberly Dianne Koert
*** Suzanne D. Simmons
Andrea J. Totten
Kristy Dawn Zink

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors Scholar
School of Medicine

Arthur J. Ross, Ill, Dean

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

December 2013
Alexia Frances Fernandez Bozek
Nicholas Owen Huff
Loren Renee Mueller

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
December 2013
Zachary Raymond Hartman

Cancer Cell Biology
August 2013
Sun Hee Park

Cellular & Integrative Physiology
August 2013
Kimberly Miede Arnold
December 2013
Joshua Thomas Butcher
Katrina Lindsay Porter

Exercise Physiology
August 2013
Gerald Nelson Audet
Tara Lyne Croston

Immunology & Microbial Pathogenesis
August 2013
Kelly Ann Heintzelman Miller

Neuroscience
December 2013
Jimena Gonzalez

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biomedical Sciences
December 2013
Jacob Lee Kaiser

Clinical and Translational Science
August 2013
Abdulraouf Lamoshi

Exercise Physiology
August 2013
Evan R. DeVallance
Ge Guo
Brian Keith Leary
Miriam Elizabeth Pearman
Samantha Kristine Rondini
Daniel Dubosky Thomas
December 2013
Jamara Kala House

Occupational Therapy
August 2013
Susan Carol Abbott
Brittany Leigh Herson
Amanda Rae Poremba
Jessica Lynn Sobul
Andrew Joseph Sullivan
Jennifer Lynn Tetirick

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCES

Pathologists’ Assistant
December 2013
Lance Sturat Clark
Michelle Delin Deremer
Jennifer Ashley DeVitis
Rochelle Leigh DiCianno
Juliet Nicole Filter
Hannah Kay Hochrein
John Russell Lehman
Sarah Kimble Litton
Kathryn Victoria Lopez
Denise Lara Pfahler
Maria Nieves Garma Rabina
Zachary Harlan Wilhelm
Edward Drew Wilson
Luke David Wilson
Trevor Jeremy Wolfe

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Exercise Physiology
August 2013
Clayborne Theodore Batchelor
Kelsey Calena Browning
Anthony Jack Crist
Ashley Meredith Cunningham
Zachary Michael Cunningham
Ashley Brooke Daniel
Erin Elizabeth Fairgrieve
Tyler Hamilton Giacomo
* Kurt Michael Honas
  Ryan Ballard Jeffries
  Constance Nicole Johnson
  Rachel Alexis Lama
  Brenna Brigid Metzler
  Norman Joseph Mihelic
  Heidi Lane Shultz
  Luke Isaac Sonnfeld
  Caleb Andrew Turner
  Kara Viggiiano
  Angela Nicole White

December 2013
Angelina Dominica Angotti
Michael Gribbin Bachalis
Dylan Jacob Bailes
Kathleen Elise Barber
Melissa Marie Becker
Loren Mackenzie Brown
Nicole Lorraine Brown
** Collin Michael Burke
*** Stacee Marie Carte
  Renato Francis Castillo
  * Angel Shanae Cunningham
  * Jacob Thomas DePolo
*** Ryan Patrick Dolan
  Jarrod Payne Gometz
*** Spencer Nicole Harvey
  Gregory James Howell
  Trevor Dillon Johnson
  Jonathan Kang
  Andrew Jongwoo Kim
  Stephanie Michelle Kudla
  * Caitlin Rebecca Libby
  Caitlin Ruth McDonald
  * Nicole Ashley Miller
  Aaron Todd Morgan
  Kayla D. Morris
** Spencer Alexandra Murdock
  Kayla Rae Neely
  * Nicholas Andrew Post
  Joe V. Powell
  Erica Lynn Quinn
** Theodore Allen Rietschlin
  * Jonathan Louis Rine
  Brittany Marie Snyder
  Charles Derek Wilson
  Natalie Anne Wojdyla

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors Scholar
MASTER OF SCIENCE

Integrated Marketing Communications

August 2013
Duone Lamonte Byars
Jennifer Marie Cruse
Janice Davila Ramos
Elizabeth Ann Friedel
Kara Brianne Gold
Samatha Anne Halsema
Tarra Antoinette Holman
Elisa Agnes King
Jason M. Martin
John David McPherson
Matthew Douglas Muetzel
Julie Marie Olsen
Courtney Ann Prior
Leslie Thomas Riccio
Julie D. Smith
Michelle Anne Riccio
Kathryn Marie Weaver
Kirsty Jayne Wertz
Jill Theresa Whiskeyman
Renny Andrew Zackman

December 2013
Bryan Christopher Allen
Michelle Maron Artinez
Rebecca Ann Bauley
Donnell Macio Berry
Sean Fantasia Broderick
Robert Craig Bryant
William M. Clarke
Melody Ann Daversa
Patrick Neal Delaney
Anthony Donnell Dotson
Erika G. Egede-Nissen
Kellie Nicole Elmerraji
Daniel Cole Flores
Kendal Hilko
Kaitlin Rose Ingram
Nicole Christine Jacobs
Lova Nickole Jaros
Kathryn Ruth Jimenez
Kelly Lynn Jubic
Kara Elizabeth Keena
Margaret Marie Lovell
Kathryn Cheves MacInnes
Julie Lynn Mamie
Angela Kay McCrone
Lauren Elizabeth Mickle
Glen Donald Mitteer
Jill Nadorlik
Oliver Thomas Napier, Jr.
Laura Ann Parkinson
Krishna LeUnise Prendergast
Lisa Suzanne Roberts
Andrea Beth Rogers
Bridgett June Rose
Laura Michelle Rudolph
Sherrel Alicia Sampson
Ashley Lynn Shroyer
Cynthia Marie Stella
Shane Raymond Stender
Casey Rae Strader
Jennifer Christin Turner Trippe
Melissa Elaine Waddoups
John Peter Wagnon
Marguerite Rose Zuccarello

Journalism

August 2013
Sarah Elizabeth Bolen
Magdalena Kowalska
Candace Rose Nelson

December 2013
Jonathan Andrew Vickers

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Advertising
August 2013
Kristen Rose Abbott
Allison D. Contic
Andrea Michele Donellan
Seth Martin Duffy
Brittany Alexandra Elliott
Michael Philip Freccia
Daniel Gerard Lasko
Paul Francis Malloy II
Kaelie Nelle Marcozzi
Cole J. Mertins
Melanie Anne Miles
Grant Michael Mitchell
Dillon Thomas Moore
Samantha Parisi
Melanie Nicole Perry
Meredith Christina Petrasek
Patrick Kelly Quinn
Joel Ryan Richardson
Andrew Lawrence Schuerholz
Tyler James Shade
Elizabeth Jane Sokolosky
Connor Phillip Stalker
* Julia Adriana Swindells
Alexandra Brooke Taylor
Kristy Anne Totin
Peter William Waanders

December 2013
Evan Michael Calista
Gordon Scott Claggett
Luke Patrick Coleman
Jessica Ann Crowley
Kyle A. Hayes
Scott Tyler Hess
Stephan Lake Hoops
Rachael Chambers Miller
Patrick Michael Odom
Nicholas Donald Pastor
Zachary David Perl
Daniel Matthew Potts
Timothy Danie Richard Southerland
Joshua Henry Wereszynski
William Wallace Werline IV
Katherine White
Breanne Nicole Zackery

Journalism
August 2013
James Michael Carvelli III
* Laura Elizabeth Clark
Bevin A. Fletcher
Matthew Landon Fouty
Andrew Ryan Kloc
Corie Ann Lynch
Sean Michael Manning
Kayla Marley
Isaiah Earl Rosier
Megan Augusta Sperling
Jesse Morgan Tabit

December 2013
Jane Lauren Dizon Abenir
Brandon Shaine Bates
* Karissa Paige Blackburn
Joseph Patrick Cooper
Zachary Andrew Cumberland
Kelly Lynn Dugan
* Cameron Alexander Dye
Devin Wade Dye
* Megan Leigh Funkhouser
Jennifer Marie Giambalvo
Ian John Grimley
* Jessica Lauren Guay
Tyler Owen Hawn
Ashley Nicolle Hite
Hunter Alex Homistek
Dustin Charles Hooks
Daniel Joseph Ingham
Jeremy Leon Jenkins
Ilyssa Hanna Miroshnik
Jonathan Gregory Nelson
Charles R. Richardson
Rachel Lea Simpkins
Natalie Bonner Snyder
* Daniel Robert Sweeney
* Thomas William Terrarosa
Shelby Elizabeth Toompas
Anjelica Lerin Trinone
Wesley Valen Uhler
Jordan Zappulla

Public Relations
August 2013
* Bethany Marie Bealko
*** Lacey Jean Beattie
Anna Jean Benmohia
Allison Marie Bostrom
Kelly Nicole Browne
Phalyn Ashleigh Burr
Alexia Marie Cominsky
Griffin Matthew Cotter
Alexa Nicole Hobs
Jeremy Andrew Howerton
Rebekah Elizabeth Johnson
Jessica Jurcevic
Jamie Alyse Kornhaber
Paige Nicholette Miller
Christina Marie Monterosso
* Giuliana Grazia Napolitano
Robert John Netz, Jr.
Miranda Jean Nicol
Stephanie Christine Rosnick
Lynne Marie Stabler
Lydia Grace Tucker
*** Brandi Leigh Underwood

December 2013
*** Madison Lynn Blankenship
William Weaver Bleil III
Alexis Noelle Bramer
Danielle Marie Carter
Michelle Anne Ciriack
* Erin Hanly Clark
** Daniel Wade Edwards
Morgan Sybil Frier
* Sara Elizabeth Gardner
Khyiele Melissa Heins
Andrew Laird Jerome
Preston Louis Jones
*** Brittney Marie Lavenski
* Angela Claire Leonardi
Christopher William Linkous
Judah C. Longgrear
Jacqueline Barbara Meyer
* Amber Dawn Murphy
Jordan Tyler Pack
* Hunter Blair Phillips
Gavin Joseph Reilly
Frank Anthony Selario III
Rachel Elizabeth Sleighter
Kristina Anne Smith
Paige Camerann Smith
Jason Chungwoo Suh
Micah Danielle Trux
Camron Sohrab Vagheei I

News-Editorial
August 2013
David S. Marnell

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
College of Business & Economics

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Economics

August 2013
Jorida Papakroni
Hossein Radmard

December 2013
Dashle Gunn Kelley
Zheng Tian

MASTER OF ARTS

Economics

August 2013
Caitlin Brown

December 2013
Srimoyee Bose
Kaitlyn Rose Wolf

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

August 2013
Gary Lee Campbell
Trista Renee Campbell
Eros Santos Chaves
Dazhao Chen
Daniel Dafu
Gino DeRosa
Travis Van Durme
Jane Louise Evans
Anthony Kappel Faini
Michael Bradley Greiber
Eshwar Prasad Gullapalli
Max Blair Harbert
Samuel Mitchell Hargis
Apoorv Joshi
Kevin Grant Knotts
Hongnan Li
Anna Danielle Long
Abigail Lynn Monson
Katelyn Alise Phillips
Jordan Michael Pinto
Dean Thomas Polk
Kristin Lynn Potts
Vikram Rajpurohit
Alan Donald Rowan
Friederike Schafer
Erica Ann Sellarco
Michele Lynn Turner
Di Wang
Degan Yu

December 2013
Jeremy Bruce Bennett
Gina Sandy Ezelle
Melinda Kay Hyre
Giuseppe Kingsley Lucarelli
Troy Douglas Marshall II
Albeir Youhanna Mousa
Stephen Charles Nolan
Joshua Dale Owens
James Michael Phillips
Ashley Shawn Powrozni
John Leroy Schroder IV
Shaheen Shafii
Amy Lynn Stansberry
Marcus Vincent Terneus
Raghvveer Reddy Thadisina
Krista Vallandingham
Ramesh Vidavalur
Jeffery Carl Vincent
Amberly Richelle Wilson
Albert Mervyn Wunderlich

MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY

August 2013
Aanuoluwapo Olubunmi Akintounde
Eric Michael Booker
Jeremy Andrew Burgess
Elizabeth Anne Dickerson
Alysa Elizabeth Friel
Xin Geng
Tyler Goodykoontz
Brandon Lee Green
Casey Jordan Haynes
Daniel Tyler Mauck
Ryan Andrew Prince
Hope Joshua Rutanbira
Michael Alexander Tonelli

December 2013
Joshua Ryan Bruce
Mackenzie Michael Festa
Xianoxiao Wang

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Finance

August 2013
Jonathan Thomas Fluharty
Ruben Garrido
Michael Bradley Greiber
Hongnan Li
Jingrui Li
Yaning Mao
Yanshan Pan
Mengdi Wang
Yuju Wang
Degan Yu
Ye Zhang

Industrial Relations

August 2013
Adetola Olusegun Awofisayo

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Economics
August 2013
** Lukas William Bagshaw
Matthew Douglas Kookan

December 2013
** Elizabeth Lanell Law
Andrew Enrique Leonzo
Brittany Ann Peters
Frederick Christopher Witte IV
* Tianyi Zhang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Accounting
August 2013
Brittany Danielle Clemenko
Joseph H. Farris III
Matthew Ronald Kadylak
Jeffrey Andrew Martin
John Wythe Woods

December 2013
*** Mohamed Jaber E. S. Alromaihi
John Francis Bonura
Timothy Gene Canfield
Laura Allison Dowd
John Patrick Dunn
* Mark A. Fletcher
Robert Thomas Hoffman
** Christopher Robert Horton
Juan Sebastian Huertas
*** Christopher John Lattanzio
Hon Sing Lau
Matthew Robert Munger
* Christina Marie Pelone
* Brad Michael Glen Ryan
* Amanda Marie Savage
Matthew Henry Schneider
* Serena G. Silvaggio
Johnna Ellen Smith
Meredith Kyle Sphar
Stephanie Summers
* Cody Cameron Swearingen
*** Elizabeth Blair Thornhill
* Michael Victor Tusic
* Justin Evans Umstead
Gary Zupper

Business
December 2013
Rashad S. Bates

Business Management
August 2013
Anthony Watts DiBenedetto
Richard Hunter Glass
Mujtaba Paracha
* Phuc Hong Pham
Tressa Renee Wood

December 2013
Ali Nasir Ahmed
* Ali Fouad Aldahan
Jake Matthew Alexander
* Mohammed Hassan Alhadad
Abdulaziz Mohsen Alhajji
Asem Hamad Alkahtani
Brandon A. Alston
** Hala Bader Amro
Eric Douglas Beatty
Austen Sharpe Carrington
Matthew Ryan Chevalier
Gregory Jason Crane
Evan Montgomery Davis
Amanda C. Dunphy
Omer K. O. Eltargman
Jess Ryan Frasher
Kara Nicole Galownia
Ryan Gerrard
Alex Camden Godfrey
* Wesley Thomas Groll
Zachary J. Jones
*** Abdul Rashid A. Khalili
Taylor Austin Legan
Angelica Marie Marino
David Jeffrey Matherly
Brian Matthew Mclinney
Melissa Marie Mooney
Logan Eli Noll
Francis Anthony Peaschek, Jr
Derick Taylor Rhodes
Sarah Beth Rodeheaver
Mia Majel Sandri
Derek James Shurmanek
** David James Terris
Alisa Sarah Thomas
* Katie Elisabeth Warne
Joseph Gregory Weaver
Michael David Winans

Finance
August 2013
Joseph Robert Ciavarelli
James Wesley Harris
Steven T. Hynson
Matthew Walter Jablonski
Andrew Todd Kiger
Connor Thomas Prendergast
Sharon Sinay
Tamer Medhat Tantawy
Jimin Wan
Justin Alexander Wei
Alexander Jacob Wilson

December 2013
* Abdullah Saleh M. Alrayes
Steven Joseph Anderson
Jonathan Steven Arndt
James Thomas Dimitra
Raymond P. Galgon

Management Information Systems
August 2013
** Jacob Dylan Bixler

December 2013
Camron Carter Bennett
Raymond J. Zane III

Marketing
August 2013
Lawrence Milbourne Davies IV
John Thomas Davis
Chelsea Odette Goldschrage
Scott Alexander Kessel
William Maxwell Martin
Christopher Patrick Missett
Francis Molasoko
Thomas Nelson
Alyssa Marie Serignese
Rebecca Smith

December 2013
Arielle Dawn Allen
Chloe Gianna Como
Nicholai Alexander DeHaan
Brittany Sierra Evans
Justin Richard Fallon
* Barbara Jean Farley
Eric Armand Felicetti
Brice Devon Forst
Christopher L. Gatti
Kevin Richard Hacke
Daniel David High
Kaleb Tolle Hill
Dylan Jude Hine
Brian Joseph Mitchinson
Jon Patrick Neskov
*** Stephen Gregory Norman
Lindsay Nicole Peterson
Kerin G. Raftery
Matthew Rusnack
David Shedeed Sadd II
Michael A. Santucci
Connor Joseph Snyder
Levi Samuel Wallace
George Sperry Weaver IV
Wahde A. Woart

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors Scholar

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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## DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

**Agricultural & Extension Education**  
*December 2013*  
- Howard Ralph Scott

**Animal & Food Science**  
*August 2013*  
- Bobbi Lynn Bailey

**December 2013**  
- Jennie Lin Zambito

**Forest Resource Science**  
*August 2013*  
- Candice Jo Ann Riley

**December 2013**  
- Ishwar Dhami  
- Gabriel F. Strain  
- Andrew Nathan Tri

**Human & Community Development**  
*December 2013*  
- John Christopher Haddox

**Natural Resource Economics**  
*August 2013*  
- Oleg Alex Kucher  
- Nyakundi Momanyi Michieka  
- Ahadu Tesfay Tekle

**December 2013**  
- Sudiksha Joshi

**Reproductive Physiology**  
*December 2013*  
- Lei Wang  
- Marietta Felicidad Marrelli Wright

## MASTER OF AGRICULTURE, NATURAL RESOURCES & DESIGN

**August 2013**  
- Paul D. Brooks  
- Tyrell William Childers  
- December 2013  
- Benjamin David Clark

**December 2013**  
- Claire Elizabeth Jeran  
- Maria Juliana Lloreda  
- Ayaka Matthews

**December 2013**  
- Jing Chu

**Agricultural & Extension Education**  
*August 2013*  
- Nicole Riggle Shipman

**Agricultural & Resource Economics**  
*December 2013*  
- Ruth Mary Oldham

**Agronomy**  
*August 2013*  
- Stephen Michael Roecker  
- Lindsay Megan Wilson-Kokes

**December 2013**  
- Jessica Lee Odenheimer  
- Brittany Rachelle Parks  
- Saraswati Poudel Acharya

**Animal Physiology**  
*August 2013*  
- Adam Walter Eifert  
- John Samuel Ketz

**December 2013**  
- Levi Eugene Berg  
- Jesica Rae Jacobs

**Nutrition & Food Science**  
*August 2013*  
- Alina Marie Corey  
- Benjamin Seth Harvey  
- Angela Elsie Lamp

**Plant Pathology**  
*December 2013*  
- Tiera Nicole King

**Reproductive Physiology**  
*December 2013*  
- Matthew Lewis Deacon  
- Kellie Nicole D’Souza

**Wildlife & Fisheries Resources**  
*August 2013*  
- Milu Sue Karp

**December 2013**  
- Jacob Lance Berl  
- Brian Russell Carlson  
- Jennie Marie Franks

## MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

**December 2013**  
- Elizabeth Joy Basham  
- Wenjia Jin  
- James Vernon Watson

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Agribusiness Management & Rural Development
August 2013
Charles Heath Heyl
Beth Anne Morgan
James Joseph Stockman

December 2013
Kelsey Marie Delaplaine
Mark Joseph Hardin
Edward Andrew Stanfield

Animal & Nutritional Sciences
August 2013
Meagan Elizabeth Sonnefeld

December 2013
* Casey Jo Goebel
Sheyana Sandra Ironfield
** Erin Nichole McGee
Gabrielle Marie Vitale
Hannah Elisabeth Vogt
Shannon Louise Warman

Applied & Environmental Microbiology
August 2013
** Christopher Jordan Powell

Biochemistry
August 2013
Thomas Edward Motes

December 2013
Vincent Jehan Pierre Dartigue

Design Studies
August 2013
Caitlin Joan Carrigan
** Taira Nicole Gainer

December 2013
Paige Elizabeth Champagne
Nicole Renee Grant
** Frances Faye Jones
Kelsey Kathleen Oppenheimer
Sarah Rose Palkovic
** Emily Marie Patterson
Anna Saginario

Environmental & Natural Resource Economics
August 2013
* John William Howard

December 2013
Ryan Jeffrey Case
** Mitchell Scott Sutton
Stephen Michael Winkelman

Fashion Design & Merchandising
August 2013
Emily Michelle Allwein
Jennifer Marie Baird
Sarah Elizabeth Benford
Meghan Leigh Black
Emily Rose Bonnell
* Shanna Lynne Brenneman
Alison Sara Burns
Jessie Taylor Conboy
* Samantha Lynn Cornacchio
* Sara Danielle Dyer
Brittany Catherine Engle
** Megan Elizabeth Griffin
* Christina Ann Guccione
Cayla Nicole Kemper
Lindsey Rae Killmeyer
Beth Renee Kimberling
Katherine Elizabeth Knecht
Jennifer Lynn Kimrsky
Megan Grace Long
** Katherine Virginia Marr
Michael Andrew Odle
Kelsey Ann Pennington
Danielle Kristina Nicole
Rzuclido-de Waard
Nichole Marie Shuster
*** Melissa Ann Turner
Lindsey Renee Watson
Rachel Morgan White
* Alexa Brooke Yurisko

December 2013
Kathleen Ann Altemus
Emily Beth Donato
* Rachel E. Hoffman
Courtney Rochelle McNair
Sara Elizabeth Sargo

Human Nutrition & Foods
August 2013
Abdulhadi Johar
Uma Devi Kandasamy
Samantha Jeanne Muster

December 2013
Chelsey Lynn Bauer
Melissa Nicole Cochran
Samantha Katharine James
Megan Whelan Lyons
Jenna Lynn Marchetto
** Karina Mae Walker
Jade Alana White

Interior Design
August 2013
Cassandra Dawn Fields
Valerie Rose Roach

December 2013
** Alexandra Gockel
** Laurie Lynn Gray
*** Caitlin Mei Shields

Soil Science
December 2013
Dillon Walker Fuller

Wildlife & Fisheries Resources
August 2013
Margaret Kristin Anderson
Alexander William Bell
Jonathon Rea Buscher
Jared Scott Carpenter
Vincent Bertozzi Gootts
Braeden Kent Harpool
Connor Patrick Hartigan
Nathan Tyler Homan
Wesley Andrew Lenik
Anthony M. Winn

December 2013
Alexander Phillip Aspinwall
** Caci L. Clark
Brian Jason Doran
Christopher Todd Dudek
Travis Sentell Flanagan
* Christina Ann Fox
*** Rachel Lynn Hager
Carrie Cramer Jamieson
Samantha Renee Leatherman
Jordan Steven Markley
Hannah Elizabeth Murray
Justin Robert Phillips
Ryan Michael Wratchford

Wood Science & Technology
December 2013
Luke Randall Devores
Sean Dennis Esswein
Patrick Davidson Quigley

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE

Agricultural & Extension Education
December 2013
Kimberly Anne Brooks
Brenton Tyler Ebert
*** Rachel Alexandria Manning
* Casey Dawn Miner
Dirk Christopher Williams

Agroecology
December 2013
Dennis J. Thorne
Christa Nicole Verderamo

Agronomy
December 2013
Nickolas Paul Beaver

Animal & Nutritional Sciences
August 2013
Haley Faye Davis
Kate Lynne Beth Harmon
Kara Rachele Haught
Heather Lynn Hoyt
* Jessica Ann Kozar

December 2013
Anna Marie Bauer
Courtney Nicole Belcher
Kelsey Marie Delaplaine
Jessica Blaire Facemire
Alexandra Raye Haugan
Melissa Brooke Lloyd
Kristen Hope Miller-Byers
Stephanie Jean Rowan
Hannah Marie Saffle

Environmental Protection
August 2013
Carmen Nicole Colombo
Ian Sean McCurdy
Ethan Joseph Shoop

Horticulture
December 2013
Janet Lynne Evans
Josie L. Guzek
Megan Catherine Mahoney

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

August 2013
Kyle Dexter Collier
Glenn Patrick Jansen, Jr.
Jeffrey Edward Whitlock

December 2013
Alexander James George
Forrest Richard Hadley
* Tyler Christopher Merrill

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

August 2013
Jacob Andrew Burns
Patrick Anthony DeLeonibus
Lyndon Evan Hall
Patrick Michael Lydon

December 2013
Larue Weber

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN RECREATION

August 2013
* Jeffrey Alexander Beyer
Brittney Lynn Harris
William Lewis Harris
Cody James Holliday
Devin Patricia Milsop

December 2013
Andrew Allen Blair
Timothy Edward Creighton
Sean Tyler Dingess
Alyssa Renee Elder
Luke Andrew Holding
Bryce Russell Jacobson
Ryan Gregory Johnson
Zachary John Naegele
Hannah Lynn Spencer
Gregory Joseph Travinski

BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

August 2013
Charles Robert Cline II

December 2013
Derek Charles Folk
Chelsea Jo Hlasnick
Jacqueline Michelle Marino
John-Carl Sarcopski
Shane R. Young

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS

December 2013
Ah Reum Han
Martin Harvey
Gary Scott Jones
Sun Jung Lee
Amy Elizabeth McCann
Matthew Murchison
Charles Worthington Perryman
Mario Suryopranoto Santoso
Juan Yu

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Music

August 2013
* Phoebe Ann Carnill

December 2013
*** Jackson Brooks Flesher
Corey Matthew Orban

Theatre

August 2013
Carolyn Lindsay Kinnear

December 2013
** Christopher F. Dipaula
* Marissa Kelly Kulp

BACHELOR OF MUSICAL ARTS

December 2013
Ah Reum Han
Martin Harvey
Gary Scott Jones
Sun Jung Lee
Amy Elizabeth McCann
Matthew Murchison
Charles Worthington Perryman
Mario Suryopranoto Santoso
Juan Yu

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Art & Design

August 2013
Vlad Constantin Basarab

December 2013
Nathan Elisson Braden Bugenhagen
Madison Paige Conaway
Mark E Delpopolo
Monica Deanne Edwards
Reid Eugene Harward
Logan Ross Kees
Roman Eugene King
** Jennifer Ashley Marcus
Helen Gidley Poffenbarger
* Patricia Mary Rabbitt
Pooyan Shafiei Alavijeh
Lacy Ann Shambaugh
Courtney Nicole Skeen
Nicole Lynn Vanmater
Leigh Anne Varney

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

Art & Design

August 2013
Michael William Fairless
Nathan William Freeman
Clayton Hunter Keesee
Julie A. Leslie
Stacy Lynne Tichnell
** Michael John Velickoff
Brennen James Warren
*** Shawn Michael Woofter

December 2013
Nathan Elisson Braden Bugenhagen
Madison Paige Conaway
Mark E Delpopolo
Monica Deanne Edwards
Reid Eugene Harward
Logan Ross Kees
Roman Eugene King
** Jennifer Ashley Marcus
Helen Gidley Poffenbarger
* Patricia Mary Rabbitt
Pooyan Shafiei Alavijeh
Lacy Ann Shambaugh
Courtney Nicole Skeen
Nicole Lynn Vanmater
Leigh Anne Varney

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

December 2013
*** Jackson Brooks Flesher
* Kenneth Charles Johnson
Alison Elizabeth King
** Rayce Prescott Leib
* Emily Dianne Norwood
Robert Edward Perhach
Katarina Schwarz
* Morgan Elizabeth Shepherd
* Courtney M. Ventura

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors Scholar
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Kinesiology
August 2013
Ian Justin Connole
Jesse Daniel Michel

December 2013
Olivier Nicolas Schmid

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Athletic Coaching
December 2013
Patrick J. Crowe
Christopher Sharif Hannon

Athletic Training
August 2013
Caitlin Mary McFadden

Physical Education - Teacher Education
August 2013
Christopher Peter Atkins
Bryan Gray Beverage
Tyler Robert Cathcart
Derrick Wayne Conner
Joseph John Duffy
Jason Lee Goff
Erica Raechelle Hall
Jacob Allen Harrell
David Ross Harvey
James Clinton Jenkins
Krista Nicole Kisner
Randall Jay Sell
Richard Louis Senatore
Michelle Lynn Switzer

Sport Management
August 2013
Colin Joseph Bailey
Kathryn Morgan Billups
Tyler Matthew Colton
Dean Thomas Polk
Amanda Lea Steelman
Lindsay Erin Toussant

December 2013
Kerry Robert Gibbs
Jasmil Perez
Jennifer Nicole Testa
Nathaniel Joseph Angeline
Nicholas Scott Barr
Robert Scott Berry
Timothy William Fekete
Teresa Michelle Fister
Ryan Robert Forrest
Kevin A. Hall
Alexander John Heinz
Darryl Matthew Humphrey
Scott William Lowery
Stephen Wayne Miller, Jr
Joseph Nichols
Ashley Price
Micah Robinson
Corey William Smith
Christopher Lee Thomas
Duncan Conner Williams
Andrew Blake Wynn
Carl Edward Younce

Sport & Exercise Psychology
December 2013
Michael Ernest Berrebi
Leigh Alison Bryant

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Athletic Coaching Education
August 2013
*** Benjamin Ronald Bealla
Rodney Eugene Mayes
Bryanna Ashley McCarthy
Victoria Cinatl Palomares
Daniel C. Weese

December 2013
Theodore Anthony Brown II
Kate Elizabeth Buckler
* Daniel Leon Dierdorff
Jared Ross Hill
Michael Huth
*** Nathan D. Majnaric
Chris Mcvoy
Zachary Michael Mulvey
Marshall Thompson
Brady Allen Wilson

Physical Education - Teacher Education
December 2013
Richard Joseph Aune
Allison Jan Baisey
Daniel William Boring
Kelyn Elizabeth Earley
* Terina Louise Jean Gardner
* Craig Stephen George
Brennan Kyle Haggett
Lauren Anne Heffner
** Katie Beth Patek
Nicholas James Perelli
Erin Shea Sheridan

Sport & Exercise Psychology
August 2013
Clayborne Theodore Batchelor
Thomas Francis Brennan
Timothy Edward Chase
Emily Elizabeth Dudley
*** Marina Elizabeth Galante
Anthony Paul Lewis

December 2013
Kaitlin Baker
Carl Wesley Barbour, Jr.
Benjamin Graham Blaylock
Brett Thomas Bullock
** Keeley Patricia Chaffee
Kaitlynn Ann Cross
Taylor Marie Dunklin
Corey Robert Edmonds
Kathleen Holonich
Ryan Leigh Hooghkirk
Eric D. Jenkins
William Troy Marable
Dean Austin Marsh
* Kristi Ann McCarthy
Rebecca Lynn Munse
Justin Scott Shrieves
John P. Winkler

Sport Management
August 2013
Megan Claire Brantmayer
John David Greer
* Drew Alexandra Hyman
Sara Keane
Stephanie Elizabeth Mock
* Reno Vincent Scotchel
Alec J. Smith
* Kelsey Anna Young

December 2013
* Joseph Robert Borsari
Cody Preston Bromley
Lindsay April Dean
** Bret John DeRosa
Bryan Daniel Farabaugh
Adam David Hough
John Richard Purdy
Ryan Sedon

---
* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors Scholar

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

August 2013

Aerospace Engineering
Matthew Brandon Rhudy
Sensitivity and Stability Analysis of Nonlinear Kalman Filters with Application to Aircraft Attitude Estimation

Jennifer Nicole Wilburn
Development of an Integrated Intelligent Multi-Objective Framework for UAV Trajectory Generation

Chemical Engineering
Kiran Pandurang Chaudhari
Development of Carbonaceous Chemistry for Computational Modeling (C3M) with Application of Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) Analysis for Coal Gasification Kinetics in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Modeling

Mechanical Engineering
Rolando Alberto Carreno-Chavez
Tracer Gas Exposure of Human Subjects Doing Simulated Work at a Benchtop Enclosing Hood in a Wind Tunnel

Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
Soodabeh Esmaili
Production History Matching and Forecasting of Shale Assets Using Pattern Recognition

December 2013

Aerospace Engineering
Christopher Douglas Griffin
Computational and Experimental Analysis of the Ability for Leading Edge Dynamic Roughness to Alter the Development of the Leading Edge Separation Vortex Encountered During Dynamic Stall

Chad Colby Panther
Aerodynamic Response of a Pitching Airfoil with Pulsed Circulation Control for Vertical Axis Wind Turbine Applications

Andres Felipe Velasquez Escandon, Sr.
Machine Vision Based Pose Estimation System Using Sensor Fusion for Autonomous Satellite Grappling

Chemical Engineering
Srinath Chowdary Velaga
Understanding of Stability of Complex Gas Hydrates Under Deep Water Conditions

Civil Engineering
Christopher Lee Beckett
Response of Continuous Steel I-Girder Bridges Subject to Temperature Variation

Arkamitra Kar
Characterizations of Alkali Activated Material Concretes and Correlating their Properties from Micro to Specimen Level

Chenjie Wu
Feasibility of Hydrogen Peroxide Production from Wastewater Treatment Using Bioelectrochemical Systems

Computer Science
Deng Cao
Human Metrology for Person Classification and Recognition

Electrical Engineering
Raghavender Reddy Jillela
Techniques for Ocular Biometric Recognition Under Non-ideal Conditions

Yong Kuk Lee
Integrated Motor Protein Based Nano Devices for Biomolecular Transplant

Asem Awaad Othman
Mixing Biometric Data for Generating Joint Identities and Preserving Privacy

Xingyu Xiang
Optimization of a Coded-Modulation System with Shaped Constellation

Mechanical Engineering
Ahmed Shihab Al-Samari
Alternative Energy Sources for Hybrid Electric Class 8 Trucks and Hybrid Electric Class 8 Efficiency

Ting Chen
Pitting Corrosion and Corrosion Fatigue Crack Growth Behavior of Oil-Grade Alloy 718 in NaCl solution

Engin Ciftyurek
High-Temperature Nano-Derived Micro-Sensors for Online Monitoring of Emissions and Chemical Processes

YueJuan Li
Modeling and Tuning of Energy Harvesting Device Using Piezoelectric Cantilever Array

Christopher Patrick Menchini
Experimental Flow Characterization and Computational Model Development of Aqueous Film-Forming Foam (AFFF) Based Firefighting Jets

Fanke Meng
Correlation of Photocatalytic Activity with Band Structure of Low-Dimensional Semiconductor Nanostructures

Mario Velardi
Investigation of Emission Characteristics During Low Temperature Combustion Using Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines

Choo-Siang Wong
Modeling of High Pressure Confined inflatable Structures

Zhenhua Zhu
Development of Hybrid Supervisory Control System for WVU Two-Mode Hybrid Electric Vehicle

Mining Engineering
Morgan Montana Sears
Calibrating the LaModel Program for Shallow Cover Multiple-Seam Mines

Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
Amirmasoud Kalantari Dahaghi
Coupling Numerical Simulation and Pattern Recognition to Model Production and Evaluate CO2 Injection in Shale Gas Reservoir
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

December 2013

*** Benjamin Andrew Carrero
* James Andrew Carrier
Colby Ray Davis
* Million Weldeesmaitay Dilibo
Basil Jonathan Dixon
** Luyao Fan

** Stephen Andrew Itschner
Mohammed Jaafar Jamali
Wesley Wade Kidwell
Gregory Jordan Mayle
** Travis Brodi Moore
Kevin Michael Oresick

** Laurel L. Pell
James Albert Ratty
Daniel Jay Rose
Steven Patrick Shaffer
Ali Muneebar Jawad Sultan
David Alexander Villers
David Gene Watkins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

August 2013

**† Justin Michael Burrier
Walter Martin Cochrane
Casey Lynn Coles
** Ailek David Farkas
Kelly Folger
Benjamin Wilson Hernly
Christopher Colin Jones
Michael Andrew Kearney
Zahra Murad
Mary Megumi Okoniewski
* Nicole Marie Perry
Caleb S. Schmucker
Norman Roy Simon
Nathan Dwain Simpson
Conner Hayden Snodgrass
Scott Joseph Stewart
Danielle Elizabeth Vincent

December 2013

Abdullah Ali Almarzouki
Abdulaziz Abdulhadi Alshammari
Sandra Lynn Buckler
Emily Faith Calhoun
Cory Lear Carpenter
Dante Thaddeus DeTillio
Samantha Patricia Eberhardt
Brian Paul Feist
Andrew Randolph Gambarani
Christopher Edward Hogan
Anthony Paul Jewell
Bryan S. Kosel
Brian Daniel Miller
** Travis Meade Myers
Erin Rae Naylor
Christopher Pitocco
Ryan James Sellers
** Benjamin Holland Sencindiver
Sean Michael Smingler
Kevin Matthew Ursic
Michael Charles Wernicki

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

August 2013

Dustin Bryant Fisher
Mark David Kvitkovich
Nicholas Lagrange Lance
Patrick W. McChesney
John Philip Patrick
Brian Thomas Rodavich

December 2013

Mohammed Ali Alessa
Ahmed Abdullah Almohaimede
David Charles Anderson, Jr.
Brian Joseph Bacza
Elis Sho Becker
**† Veronica Betancur Calle
Mahmod Abdulrahman Bin Sadiq
Zachary Fuller Britner
Trae Jordan Caldwell
Christopher Gabriel Clement
Alexander Henry Crosson
George Nicholas Crumpecker
** Alan Michael Didion
Brandon Michael Friedlander
* Alec R. Hadinger
* Charles Matthew Junghans
Robert Benjamin Larrick
Justin Tyler Lewis
*** Andrew John Lieb
* Emmanuel Madera
Trenton Lee McMillion
Julianna Gabrielle Myatt
Larry Travis Nichols
** Brandon Scott Peterson
*† Danielle Brooke Price
† Kyle Taylor Raiff
Darius A. Reynolds
** Andrew Patrick Rhodes
* William Trevor Grant Riley
Sardorbek Ruziyev
***† Timothy Edward Schmidt
Charles Lee Tatum
Steven Lawrence Trippett
**† Daniel Ray Whitlow
Robert Gary Wisman
* Justin Alexander Yorick

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MINING ENGINEERING

August 2013

* Andrew James Ellis
Collin Michael Morris
Jeffrey Lee Tomlin

December 2013

Matthew Tyler Ridgway

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS ENGINEERING

August 2013

Yaqoup Fadhel Alali

December 2013

* Stewart Harvin
Shreya Kumar Shrestha
Jacques M. Tchonta Ngounou

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Counseling Psychology
August 2013
Karianne D. P. Bilsky
Yi-An Lo Burleson
Susan Elizabeth Jarquin
Jan-Erin Miller
Christopher Ernest Ruth
December 2013
Adam Matthew Moller

Education
August 2013
Ping He
Cheng-Hsien Wu

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Curriculum & Instruction
December 2013
Aishah Mohammad Albalawi
Karen Ann Kettler
Melissa Katherine McIntosh
Veronica Kanungu Moiaya
Mary Catherine Morton-McSwain
Tammy Jo Samples

Educational Leadership/
Public School Administration
August 2013
Lori Anne Wiggins
December 2013
John Ellison Stallings, Jr.

Educational Psychology
December 2013
Patricia Anne Coon

Higher Education Administration
August 2013
Wafa Mohammed Aldighirr
Daniel Matthew Filer
Aaron Conrad Huffman
Angelica Michelle Kinder
Irene Kasungwa Maundu
Carrie Joellen White
December 2013
Shirley Dianne Davis
Jane C. Devaul
Stephanie Kay Kennedy
Adrienne Lindsay King
Jeff Terpstra

Instructional Design & Technology
December 2013
Antoinette Hando

Technology Education
August 2013
Daniel Lee Van Epps
December 2013
Shobha Govind Patel

DOCTOR OF AUDIOLOGY

August 2013
Chelsea Lynn Lewis

MASTER OF ARTS

Autism Spectrum Disorders
August 2013
Alison Rose Johnson
Jennifer Elizabeth Wilson
December 2013
Allison Shaffer

Counseling
August 2013
Peter Lane Kadushin
Amy Beth Treadwell
December 2013
Marc L. Cormier
Michelle Marie McAlarne
Raymond F. Prior
Chelsea Butters Wooding

Early Intervention/Early Childhood
Special Education
August 2013
Juliann Marie Allman
Teresa Jayne Jackson
Lisa Snyder
December 2013
Verlet Marie Briggs
Alyssa Dawn Carpenter
Wendy Sue Collins
Britany Gayle Cruz-Vazquez
Allison Rachael Gasti
Alyssa Deanne Hall
Lisa Ann Hughes
Crystal Gwen McLaughlin
Julie Machele Savilla
Erica Sue Shirer
Jessica Lynne Sievers
Barbara M. Stolz
Katrina Marie Thomas
Ashley Elizabeth Tomasek
Debra Ann Vincent
Megan Elise Williamson

Educational Leadership/
Public School Administration
December 2013
Patrick Russell Ashton
Jaclyn C. Loss
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Educational Psychology

December 2013
Michael Jerome Beck
Elizabeth Adrienne Jones

Elementary Education

August 2013
Alexandra Marie Smith
Amal Abdulrahman Alasimi

December 2013
Kati Elizabeth Baker
Erin Lynn Carver
Susan Baker Chipley
Amber Dawn Flannery
Susan Lindley Grant
Jasmine Noel Jeffries
Audrey Roxanne Long
Bobbi Marie McClelland
Kelly A. Owens
Erin Robina Springer
Robin Lynn Stump

Gifted Education

August 2013
Chasity Lynn Sharp

December 2013
Danielle Marie Nestor Barcus
Stefanie Jean Beatty

Higher Education Administration

August 2013
Britne K. Bacca
Ina Louise Robinson

December 2013
Heather Nicole Long

Instructional Design & Technology

August 2013
Kyle David Cook
Mark Bryn Dutrow

December 2013
Brian Daniel Peters

Low Vision/Blindness

December 2013
Sondra K Graves
Kelly D. Potter
Jenna Lee Ratliff

Multicategorical Special Education

August 2013
Lindsay Marie Ammirante
Johnda Kay Carpenter
Patrick Knight Cox
Elizabeth Courtney Davis
Krista Marie Ematrud
Adam Ryan Howell
Amy Jo Kaemmerling
Kandi Lee Loy-Kay
Cori Leigh McIntire
Matthew Jacob Messer
Sarah A. Rice
Wanda M. Richards
Ted Garrett Sumner
Amanda Dawn Turner
Courtney Lea Ward

December 2013
Ashley Lauren Ausherman
Vanessa Joan Barlow
Beth Ann Bishop
Lorna Marie Brooks
Dionne Patricia Cox
Alicia Shannon Frey
Jamie Lynn Hensley
Brett Matthew Hickle
Lara Elizabeth Himrod
Susan Deann Morris
Sandia Delane Pinson
Velisha ileeen Shepherd
Jennifer K. VanZile

Secondary Education

August 2013
Natalie Eugenia DiJirolanio
William Clayton Morehead
Alicia R. Nelson
Natasha Ann Redman
Cheslon Andrew Saunders
James Robert Stevens
David William Wandling
Timothy Jordan Yates

December 2013
Awrad Adel Almohammad
Stephanie Nicole Burge
Justinian Michael Capone
Livia Mariana Sampaio Cascao
Richard Oliver Cofield
Brian Dale Elliott
Jillian Ann Geldbaugh
Travis Michael Hines
Kevin Michael Orth
Elizabeth Ann Pemberton
Daniel Levi Summers
Stacy Lyne Voorhees
Jared Blaine Wrenchford

Severe/Multiple Disabilities

August 2013
Traci Michelle Coleman
Alys Arabella Mihok Stets
Spring Amanda Todd

December 2013
Jonna Sue Davis

Reading

August 2013
Erika Nicole Brown
Heather Elaine Byram
Erica Dawn Dennison
Andrea Michelle Edwards-Russell
Jennifer Lynn Eller
Allison Elizabeth Escolopio
Stephanie Ries Lang
Brittany Elizabeth Long
Jessie Long
Angela Marie McAndrew
Rochelle Nicole Price
Emily Ward Reed
Kristyn Roy
Ellen Frances Turner
Heather Hanlon Weber
Serenity Anne Wise

December 2013
Erin Lynn Carver
Victoria Anne Hoover

Rehabilitation Counseling

August 2013
Victoria Brooks Bishop
Misti Dawn Slaughter
Erin Ann Teaff

December 2013
Pamela Joyce Geary
Melissa Lynn Hale

Speech Pathology

August 2013
Madelyn Hannah Abrams
Gina Marie Lutyens

December 2013
Casey Marie Carter

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

Elementary Education
* August 2013
  Alexandra Marie Smith

Education & Human Services
* December 2013
  Patrick Thomas Weber

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Child Development & Family Studies

* August 2013
  Felicity Taylor Donaldson
  Madison Diane Graham
  Lauren Gabrielle Grubb
  Jamie Nicole Pierce
  Megan Nicole Walden

* December 2013
  Elizabeth Anne Boyers
  Rhianna Elizabeth Bradley
  Heather Jo Burns
  Kristie M. Copley
  Christina Nicole DeLaurentis
  Aubrey Marie Donley
  Alex Clinton Eddy
  Ashley Nicole Garner
  Kati Diane Hamilton
  Mary K. Ketterman
  Janna Patricia Kuett
  Meaghan Ruth Lachut
  Alice Mae Lynn
  Natasha Dawn Miller
  Kimberly Morgan Mittman
  Tarah Marie Osborn
  Margaret Claire Ozga
  Victoria Lynn Pagliei
  Jessica Kristine Polaski
  Kiersten Paige Ramsburg
  Megan Leann Stevulak

** December 2013
  Sloan Marie Storie
  Kaitlynn Elizabeth Suggs
  Jordan Taylor Thompson
  Nicole Marie Tokarski
  Andrea Renee Vucich

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
REGENTS BACHELOR OF ARTS

December 2013
Nathan David Antone
Ashley Nicole Arch
*** Dawn Marie Bean
Barbara Lillian Bellido
** Jennifer Nicole Blankenship
Darien Michelle Bloom
Tracy Lee Brady
Roger Lee Brewer
Nicole Lynette Campbell
JoAnn Catherine Carpenter
 Jaysa Leigh Cecil
Hayley Molly Cook
Gina Marie Delorenzo
Joseph Nicholas Dorsey
Michael Lance Duffelmeyer
David Matthew Edmonds
John Michael Feiler
Shelley Murphy Flaugher
* Zachery Taylor Fridenmaker
Richard Ancel Friend
James FrederickGattens
Justin Geraci
John Christopher Gherman
Kenneth Charles Hayes
*** Monty Dean Hogbin
Gabriel Gioulis Hopen
Stephanie Renee Hunt
Benjamin Johnson Kemp
* Thomas Hugh Koon
*** Susan Ann Landis
*** Sarah Elizabeth Mangus
Beth Anne Martin
* Barbra Sue Masih
Craig Alan Mayfield
Rebecca Lynn McDaniel
Jeffrey Carl McMillan
Nathan Saab Meador
Daniel Patrick Merwin
Gordon Allan Miller
Jennifer Susan Nice
*** Denise Carol Nichols
John Francis O’Hara
Megan Elizabeth O’Neill
** Jason L. Owings

BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

December 2013
*** Brittany Marie Bush
* Tamatha Lynn Kleppinger
Michelle Leigh Neer
Kristian Hanson Wynne

Cara Rae Pietrowski
Mohammad Owais Rafique
David Wayne Rife, Jr.
* Kayla Ann Roberts
* Blaze Alan Rogers
Kevin James Rohm
Anthony Jacob Romeo
* Lucy Ann Roy-Delapaz
Roger Jared Shinn
Jeannie Marie Smith
Janet Debra Stewart
Brad Aaron Story
Nicole Marie Swisher
Cynthia Diane Teeman
Joshua Paul Teets
Cecily Paige Thompson
Katie Ann Townsend
Sara Aline Treter
*** Jessica Marie Turner
Michael Bradley Webb
Sheana Williams
Ethan Daniel Wine
Richard A. Wolf
Aaron Marshall Wood
* Michelle Melissa Wood

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Biology

August 2013
Eli Benjamin Rodgers-Melnick

December 2013
Anne Elizabeth Perez
Kenneth Randall Smith
Anna Kathleen Snyder

Chemistry

August 2013
Holly Amanda McCall

December 2013
Ronald Sempagama Balaba
Matthew Marshall Cummings
Megan Rea DeJesus
Lekh Nath Sharma Gautam
Stephanie Marie Martindale
Simbarashe Nkomo
Teerapat Rojsajjakul
Han Wang
Holly Nicole Williams
Wei Zhang

Communication Studies

August 2013
Zac D. Johnson
Lori Elizabeth Vela

Geology

December 2013
Stacy Jane Berry

History

August 2013
Kathleen Joan Fichtel
Abdulahi Sara
Virginia Caroline Young

Mathematics

August 2013
Xiaofeng Gu

December 2013
Timothy James Glatzer

Physics

August 2013
William Albert Booth
Kevin James Doyle
Matthew Edward Galante
Mitchell Bernard Mickaliger
Joseph Douglas Rowley
James Patrick Vopal

December 2013
Jerry Carr, Jr.
Joshua James Miller
Benetge Bhakthi Pranama Perera
Mattias Carl-Erik Tornquist
Jinling Zhou

Political Science

August 2013
Emel Elif Tugdar

December 2013
Alessandro Cagossi
Velda Frisco
Murat Gul
Mohamed Saffa Lamin
Jonathan Curtis Young

Psychology

August 2013
Karishma Chengappa
Caroline Michele Ciliberti
Jennifer Nicole Morey
Paula Rose Prentice

December 2013
Tara Eileen Karns
Christopher Allen Krebs
Sarra Nazem
MASTER OF ARTS

Communication Studies

August 2013
Hannah Marie Ball
Katherine Anne Borchert
Amanda Marie Carpenter
Christie Lauren Curran
Timothy Allen Gozanski
Gregory Kanick Harsh
Nicole Renee Johnson
Phillipa Ann Lewin
Danielle Marie Linsenbigler
Brooke W. Marsh
Tess Marie Martin
Melody Sue Meadows
Virginia E. Nardi
Megan Leigh Quirk
Kathryn Beale Snyder
Frances Mary Spellman
Timothy Edward Suhrer
Andrea Nicole Thompson
William Jordan Tyler

December 2013
Scott Michael Bossie
Julia Bradley
Erica Elizabeth Byrd
Sarah Lynn Carr
Marck Brandon Houck
Michelle Nabers
Leah Marie Ripley
Brandon Kyle Rodamer
Katherine Campbell Willard
Barbara Lea Wolfe

English

August 2013
Nita Jannette Shippy
Jessica Marie Smell
Elizabeth Clare Staggers
Bonnie Lynn Thibodeau

December 2013
Joshua David Lohnes
Chad Feaster Spade

Geography

August 2013
Joshua David Lohnes
Chad Feaster Spade

December 2013
Clinton Edward Davis

History

August 2013
Abigail Lee Cioffi
Alexandra Day Coffman
Michael Dylan Fennell
Michelle Christine Mayhew
Christine Elizabeth Regier
Paul Oliver Stocker

December 2013
James Morgan Blake
Sara Marie Boppe
Tristan Karyl Hicks
Jennifer Erin Lyall
Andrew Vincent Marrone
Nick McGinnis
Anne Elizabeth Moreland
Levi Houston Sanders

Political Science

December 2013
Leslie Anne Carroll
Nattima Markchoo
Jeffrey Christopher Moss
Mary N. Muyia
Ibtihal A. Shahoumi
James Jacob Springer

Professional Writing & Editing

December 2013
Robert Aaron Dawson

Psychology

December 2013
Stephanie Kay Sly

World Languages, Literatures & Linguistics

August 2013
Haining Wang

December 2013
Mohammad Moazi M. Alharby
Asma Saad Alsaleh
Cheng-Yun Chang
Tanisha Michele Kea
Bud Eugene Lewis

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biology

December 2013
Lucas Matthew Jozwick

Chemistry

August 2013
Yiwei Huang
Chi Yuan Tseng

Forensic & Investigative Science

December 2013
Lindsey Marie Crookshanks
Tanya Marie Tully

Geology

August 2013
Timothy Aaron Denicola
Andrea Frances Lisi
Tiffany Elaine Neumann
Chantelle Benson Parrish
Lierong Zhu

December 2013
Benjamin Ward Dotson
Brad David Hega
Kacey Jo Largent
Mitchell Allen McAdoo
Adam James Pelak
Emily DeAnne Roberts
Rachelle Thorne
Marla Kaye Yates

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Mathematics
August 2013
Andrew Lee Bosley

December 2013
Adetokunbo Ibukun Fadahunsi

Physics
August 2013
Tess Ruth Senty
Brian Laird Wilmer

December 2013
Robert Nathaniel Baylor
Logan Alexander Hough

Psychology
August 2013
Elizabeth A. Yale Babskie
Kelsey Kaitlin Meekins

December 2013
Casey Erin Cavanagh
James Edward Cook
Benjamin John Oosterhoof
Laura Lynne Quentin
Shrinidhi Subramaniam
Margo M. Szabo

Statistics
August 2013
Mohammad F Aldossari
Waleed Saleh Almofadhi
Shu Cao
Jingge Deng
Hyejin Kim
Si Tang
Bingbing Wu
Senmei Yao
Dandan Zhu

December 2013
Freeh Naef Alenezi
Beau Patrick Gilkerson
Jin Luo
Youngran O’Connor
Sriranganath Yerram

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

August 2013
Christina Marie Dillman-Hahn
Deborah Kay Layman
LaToya Renee Parks
Aaron Chad Rayburn
Sharon Vanessa Reese
Candice Renee Rubin
Erica R. Rusmisell
Evelyn Marie Saunders
Debra Ann Taylor

December 2013
Shawn Rainey Douglass
Charles A. Elder

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Biology
August 2013
Eugene Adel
Nicole Marie Richetelli
Marco Schaaf
Jessica Elizabeth Tucker

December 2013
Anita Allen Clark
Omar Ghabra
Michael Douglas Milliken
Afton Kelsea Wagner

Chemistry
August 2013
Clayton Michael Petroski

Communication Studies
August 2013
Karley Nicole Ackerman
Riyadh Abdullah Alrajan
Sean Michael Aquadro
Lauren Michelle Carter
Benjamin Claymore Chambers
Blake Morgan Coulson
Kevin Matthew Crowe
Christine Elizabeth Devlin
Eriu Elizabeth Fish
Matthew Steven Frazer
Ethan Michael Gross
Alexander James Hall
Jasmine Nichelle Holloman
Kimberly Lynn Kerr
Alexandra Suzanne Marrone
Patrick Sean McKown
Nicole Alyse Mino
Chelsey Lorraine Palmer
Hunter Logan Paul
Emily Renae Pittman
Jenesa Ann Stonko
Samatha Lee Szymanski
Daniel P. Taschereau
Cody James Taylor

December 2013
Rachael Grace Elizabeth Austin
Marley Nicole Baker
Natalie Rose Barnhart
Dennis Lavelton Blanks, Jr.
Christian Cunningham Bonnefond
Chloe Marie Brown
Alexander Christian Butera
Elizabeth Summer Carr
Cody Walter Collins
Caitlin Elizabeth Corbett
Michael Wesley Dalton
Bryan Michael Edwards
Jessica Lynne Fields
Zachary Gardner
Shane Tyler Gilchrist
Angela Deanne Hines
Brian Michael Jones
Jeffrey Michael Latawiec
John David Lay II
Patrick O’Brien Lewis
Mac Mancuso
Rebecca Lauren Martin
Ryan David Mays
Jared Duncan Meeder
Tyler James Metts
David Alex Mikoloun
Jeffrey Brandon Miller
Austin Laverne Morrow
Nicole Pierce
Vito Giuseppe Ross
Lisa Marie Ruberto
Matthew James Schlake
Adam Jay Singer
Matthew Swenson
Ryan Juwan Vinson
Jeremy Alan White

Criminology
August 2013
Kaison Robert Ball
Eugene Daniel Brown
Kasia Nicole Bryant
Kelly Ann Butler
William Henderson Clarke VI
Joseph Daryl Cunningham
Dylan Joseph Dayhaw
Emmett Barry Donovan
Michael Ladd Fennig
Jessica Leah Greenspan
Kent L. Hastings
Tessa Dawn Hollinger
Neil Aaron Johnson
Christopher Michael Johnston
Matthew P. Kaczmar
Marshall Tarlyn Kessler
Meghan Elizabeth Knapp
Ryan Joseph Moss
Leanne Kaitlin Myers
Ricardo Joseph Perez
John Cornelius Reynolds IV
Margaret Louise Russell
Lorne Giovanni Sayles
Evrson Kent Stanton
Lindsey Brea Sutherland
Daniel Paul Trudnak
Jonathan Allen Waybright

December 2013
Rachael Grace Elizabeth Austin
Marley Nicole Baker
Natalie Rose Barnhart
Dennis Lavelton Blanks, Jr.
Christian Cunningham Bonnefond
Chloe Marie Brown
Alexander Christian Butera
Elizabeth Summer Carr
Cody Walter Collins
Caitlin Elizabeth Corbett
Michael Wesley Dalton
Bryan Michael Edwards
Jessica Lynne Fields
Zachary Gardner
Shane Tyler Gilchrist
Angela Deanne Hines
Brian Michael Jones
Jeffrey Michael Latawiec
John David Lay II
Patrick O’Brien Lewis
Mac Mancuso
Rebecca Lauren Martin
Ryan David Mays
Jared Duncan Meeder
Tyler James Metts
David Alex Mikoloun
Jeffrey Brandon Miller
Austin Laverne Morrow
Nicole Pierce
Vito Giuseppe Ross
Lisa Marie Ruberto
Matthew James Schlake
Adam Jay Singer
Matthew Swenson
Ryan Juwan Vinson
Jeremy Alan White

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Economics

August 2013
Nathaniel H. Bowers
* Ryan Scott Travis

December 2013
Clayton James Daly
Adam Craig Koontz
Ryan Cory Lynch
Ryan Matthew Redick
Almonther Ahmad Saleh

English

August 2013
Natalie P. Bartlett
Lea Ann Nischelle Butter
Lawrence Alexander Costella
* Samantha Suzanne Creeger
Natalie Paige Dunlap
Nathan William Freeman
*** Lily Dale Holz
Charles Michael Mullins
** Angel Aleyamma Ninan
Trent Mitchell Porter
Kayla Nicole Richardson
Michael Joseph Rios
Ashley Rose Roberts
*** Michael Anthony Secret

December 2013
* Adam Hunter Aaron
*** Samuelle Mia Beeson
Bridget Bernadette Berry
** Khali Marie Blankenship
*** Matthew Christopher Crawford
** Elizabeth Amara Finley
** Mariah Krystalin Fowler
Hannah Mclane Graff
Rebecca Leigh Griffith
Christin Hanna
Shane Ernest Hawkins
Kyle Edward Hewett
* Jesse Lee James
Dominick Donald Jебbia
Izaak Lee Kitzmiller
* Jessica Luz Lipkin
Laila Lisboa
Jessica Marie Manza
Shannon Rose Miller
* Caroline Jean Miskovsky
Kathleen Margaret Murphy
John Oneestinghel
Logan Michael Spears
** Katie Jo Swaney
Kristen LiAnna Talerico
Melissa Ann Yost

Environmental Geoscience

August 2013
** Tarik A. Al-Ghafri
Jeffrey Paul Jurich

December 2013
Joshua Ryan Hamrick

Geography

August 2013
Rita Mikaela Roselius
Meredith Ruth Sussman
Scott Edwin Wagner

December 2013
Daniel Corey Baker
Justin Louis Belton
Brian Hunter Griffin
** Jason Adam Kikel
* Daniel Maccabee Stephen

History

August 2013
Fahad Abdulaliz
Evan Emmanuel Bloom
Axel Nikolaus Bohme
Colby Calvin Buzzell
Ryan Robert Donovan
Benjamin Toffle Dorsey
Steven Wayne Frey
Blake Douglas Hyster
* Tyger Lambert Kirk
Michael Spencer Klein
Paul Jordan Puckett
*** Carl Ross Rice
Christopher Austin Scites
Kristen Elise Shanklin
Andrew R. Thomas
John George Thompson III
Jeremy Clayton Waddell
Nicholas Seth Whiteman
Derrik Fredrick Whitlouw

December 2013
Ashley Rachell Ball
Devin Nicholas Barnes
Kara Ann Barnholt
Dylan L. Bartholomew
*** Shawn Franklin Burnette
Perry Lawrence Casinelli
John N. Christodoulou
Eric Matthew Cochran
*** Paula Elizabeth de Man
Alexandra Nicole Franklin
Sean J. Grady
Henry H. Hernandez
Matthew Ross Houchin
*** Kelsey Denise Jenkins
Michael A. Judy
Errynna Nichelle Leonard
Richard Elliott Lewis
Kevin Michael Mihalick
Ahmad Zia Quilizada
Chelsea Alexis Roberts
Craig Edward Stuart
Cameron Franklin Thomas
Thomas George Thomas

International Studies

August 2013
** John Zachary Balasko
Alexandra Lynn Bobalik
Kelli Thompson Cruz
Matthew William Cuilik
Kevin Michael Furman
Samuel Ben Ingber
** Courtney Dawn Knost
Douglas Bartley Lilly
Denzel Leon Neal
Erin Margaret Snyder
* Richard Tyler Underwood
Daniel Patrick Wade

December 2013
Matthew Peter Condliffe
** Ashley Marie Dittrich
Jessica Ashley Fox
Kyle Andrew Freshwater
** Kimberly Joan Lahoda
Zachary Tyler McElwayne
*** Skyler Collins Minke
Andrea Mucino-Sanchez
James Edward Orr
Abby Frances Rhodes
Chelsea Alexis Roberts
Randall A. Smith

Latin American Studies

December 2013
* Margaret Elizabeth Haislip

Multidisciplinary Studies

August 2013
Khaled M. Al Ghamdi
Jordan G. Banuelos
Kayla Ann Bodnovich
Alexander Nicholas Folio
Andrew Martin Garcia
Nathan Wayne Hite
Alexander Matthew McCay
Stephanie Marie Moore
George Ponce
Jesse Jones Reid III
Mark Vincent Wanner

December 2013
Tiffany Lynn Bernatowicz
James Lawrence Bradley
Morgan Celeste Dailly
Charles Anthony Hesper
Caroline Chris Herrera
Courtney Raimondo
** Erin Leanne Scarberry
Jacob Daniel Slater
Philosophy

* August 2013
  - Sabrina Marie Garufi
  - Hunter Logan Paul
  - Ryan Scott Travis

* December 2013
  - Catherine Elizabeth Lally
  - Marcus Stephen Pachol

Political Science

** August 2013
  - Lukas William Bagshaw
  - Rachael Elizabeth Beale
  - Valon Cami
  - Matthew Ronald Dellinger
  - Matthew John Hyman
  - Seth Michael Johnson
  - Krystian Aguirre Leacock
  - Kelvin Owusu
  - Kasey Breanne Parler
  - Aldo Raymond Pucci, Jr.
  - Zachary Ryan Redding

* Jordan Rebecca Audrey Rost
  - Wesley Alexander Shumway

** December 2013
  - Luke Fitzpatrick Atzert
  - Patrick Stephen Blood
  - Caitlin Caruthers
  - Ahmed Sadiki Hashim Champion
  - Haley Elizabeth Detrich
  - Jerrica Ashley Fox
  - Omar Ghabra
  - John Randolph Holloway
  - Andrew Michael Kinsley
  - Kimberly Joan Lahoda
  - Casey Samuel Little
  - James Drew Logue
  - Kevin Kahle Randle
  - Kimberly Danielle Richardson
  - Brady Clay Schwartz
  - Jessica Lane Sensabaugh
  - Randall A. Smith
  - Reid James Widders
  - Alexander Cameron Wilson

Psychology

* August 2013
  - Anthony Stewart Altovilla
  - Matthew Ryan Awad
  - Shannon Janae Barnes
  - Bethany Marie Bealko
  - Kevin Eugene Bean
  - Sydney Michelle Borchman
  - Stephan Mikael Brooks
  - Anna Grady Casto
  - Courtney Baxter Craig
  - Paul Ryan Donovan
  - Katherine A. Dussan
  - Amanda Lee Ferguson
  - Brian Matthew Gardner
  - Zachery Levi Haines
  - Victoria Maria Iammatteo
  - Stefanie Rae Kelly
  - Alison Michele Mantlick
  - Michael Alan Mistal
  - Megan Michelle Wells
  - Troy Kevin Wilkerson

December 2013

- Francesca Marinda Baisden
  - Janie Lee Beale
  - Larkin Leigh Berkley
  - Kara Monica Blosser
  - Rebecca Ann Denton
  - Domenico Di Pilato
  - Aaron Allen Fields
  - Brittany Lee Fowler
  - Sarah Danielle Goode
  - Katelyn Irene Jakubovic
  - Jessica Nicole Kline
  - Emily Cecilia Mathis
  - Anne-Marie Mull
  - James Michael Potts
  - Arianna Whitney Pownall
  - Katy Elisabeth Schoen
  - Jessica Ariel Silverman
  - Chelsea Lee Stone
  - Meggie Alicia Swisher
  - Elizabeth Bridget Talbot
  - Madeline Leigh Wolfe
  - David Todd Wright
  - Boo Ee Ying

Sociology & Anthropology

* August 2013
  - Travis Ray Belcher
  - Nicholas Mark Bennett
  - Sandy Marie Crum
  - Emily Zoe Dean
  - Richard Guerrieri
  - Andi Michelle Rosier
  - Daniel Thomas Shrum
  - Bilen W. Teklezghi
  - Jessica Elizabeth Tucker
  - Nicholas Vincent Vallone
  - William Allen Wright

December 2013

- Stephanie Amber Bennett
  - Laura Ann Bright
  - David Lee Conrad II
  - Stacy Leann Feather
  - Jasmine Garrett
  - Tabatha Ann King
  - Meghan Katherine Sunzeri
  - Justin Andrew Tucker

Women's & Gender Studies

* August 2013
  - Heaven Ma're McGee
  - Samantha Marie Moretz

World Languages, Literatures & Linguistics

* August 2013
  - Maeva Marianne Abouttler
  - Corey Davis Bell
  - Daniel Barrett Bolton
  - Robert John-Porter Ford
  - Brian Matthew Gardner
  - Caroline Bray Gerber
  - Courtney Dawn Knost
  - Emily Anne Oot
  - Earl Lynnwood Partlow III
  - Jordan Rebecca Audrey Rost

* Wesley Alexander Shumway

** Ehren Lloyd Thoma

*** Helena Johanna Van Thoor

Religious Studies

* August 2013
  - Heather Renee Moore
  - George Austin Mutz
  - Carl Ross Rice

December 2013

- Caroline Jean Miskovsky

Slavic & Eastern European Studies

* August 2013
  - Courtney Dawn Knost

December 2013

- Caroline Jean Miskovsky

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Biology

August 2013
Nicholas Devin Chipps
Kevin Alan Clark
Kevin Michael Collins
** Taylor Meredith Cook
*** Terri Leanne Griffith
Thomas Michael Hughes

September 2013
Kailey Anna Imlay
*** John David Lindsay IV
Kelsey Lyn Mason
Enas Meselati
Ashley Jennifer Palach
Malachi Matthew Plachta
Michelle Elizabeth Schussler
Chelsea Lee Scott
Galadu Subah
Arthur Adam Thurdekoos
Steven Anthony Vento

Computer Science

August 2013
Terrell Jaron Flowers
David Loren Laclair
Aaron Michael Westbrook

December 2013
Kyle Alexander Frank
Anthony Edward Glitzner
Joshua Aaron Harpel

Forensic & Investigative Science

August 2013
Danielle E. Kirby
Ashley Jennifer Palach

December 2013
Emily Gil
Amanda Rae Kulick
Sarah Ann Mills
Mona Ovia Sivaneri

Geology

August 2013
Kyle Wagner Adams
Edward Mitchel Onyeka Asuzu
Zachary Joseph Avi
Matthew William Beck
Daniel Heath Boggess
Cole Ethan Bowers
Phillip Parker Broache
Megan Shiffler Bush
Robert Gerard Ebbecke
Meghan Elizabeth French
Matthew Thomas Frutchey
Wesley Aaron Garton

December 2013
Christina L. Hamilton
Jesse Lee Hastings
Karl Christian Kelley
Tyler Jared Kincaid
Evon Charles Knight

Industrial Mathematics & Statistics

December 2013
John Robert Bassler

Chemistry

August 2013
Danielle E. Kirby

December 2013
Chi Hang Leung

Mathematics

August 2013
* Toby Elijah Devine
Peter Gomez
Clayton Michael Petroski

December 2013
John Robert Bassler
* Ethel Alejandra Perez Hoyos
Brian Kane Roberts

Physics

August 2013
* Scott Ryan Ferris
Julia Duree Hall
Clayton Michael Petroski
Katharine Christina Tallaksen

December 2013
* Ethel Alejandra Perez Hoyos

Psychology

August 2013

December 2013

* Justin David Addicks
*** Bradley Franklin Baker
Justin Tyler Bell
Chloe Marie Brown
Mathew Bruckner
Abby Danielle Chapman
Kimberly Yvette Fletcher
* Kara George
Meghan Elizabeth Green
Kayla Dawn Johnson
* Ashley Mae Newman
** Hannah Kent Ritchie
Alyssa Marie Rubio
Timothy Robert Seeley
Jenna Michele Sweeney
Nicole Marion Warwick
Samuel Gordon Weaver

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

August 2013
Ashley Rose Bedell
John Daniel Wagner II

December 2013
Allyn Faith Bortner
Lindsey Jeanette Bruce
Anna Elizabeth Campbell
Cassandra Elizabeth Chase
Denita Elaine Coen
Kayla Mechelle Crockett
*** Emily Grace DeWitt
** Jessica Lynn Evans
Riley Susanne Freeland
Amy Margaret Furman
Amber Michelle Hall
Chelse Shenea Kohler
Kellie Jo Price
Jennifer Lynne Tennant

BACHELOR OF MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES

August 2013
Emilee K. Adams
Kelsey Elizabeth Allison
Mohanad Khaled Alothimeen
Danti Andes
Alexandra Christine Bates
Nicholas A. Bengur
David Alan Bernier
Andrew John Biederman
Ashley Nicole Bonner
Frankie Lee Bowles, Jr.
Rachel Marie Bruner
Jaclyn M. Burke
Leah Ann Butcher-Winfree
Kevin Colin Campbell
Allison Katherine Conte
Erin Elizabeth Cristwell
Hollie Marie Dilley
Garrett Henry Dissin
Cameron Pryde Eilers
Chandra Danette Ezzelle
Adam Michael Foltz
Kristenn Marie Fortson
Whitley Gerard Fullen
Jaclyn Marie Fullerton
Krista Catherine Gaygan
Brooke Anne Greiner
Jisel Jasmin Harris
Lunetta Gelsamina Hornak
Julie Renee Horowitz
Garry Thomas Howell
Kathleen Marie Hurley
Erie Mary Jacobson
Benjamin Hathaway Jones
Jornings Marie Judy
Mike R. Keuch
Mallory Marie Krieger
Matthew Kenneth Leaseburg
Peter Carl Licitra
Meghan Marshall
Nicholas John Matthews
Ashley Mcculla
Timothy Patrick McDougall
Elizabeth Suzanne McGee
Ryan Gerard McLaughlin
Robert Scott Michell
Bianca Michelle Miller
Rihana Leigh Minor
** Amber Dawn Mitchell
** John Richard Mockler
*** Laura Kay Morgan-Hosey
Patrick Grady O’Brien
Jamie Sue Owens
Casey Lauren Porter
Brennan Anthony Pyles
Rebecca Nicole Reinhardt
Steven Alexander Roach
Timothy James Scanlon
Erica Georgiana Schmidt
Miranda Adela Shaner
Gregory S. Smethurst
Karl-Lee Anthony Straughter
Ryan J. Stroup
Gregory Swartz
Lauren M. Teibel
Matthew John Torres
Sean Joseph Trabert
Thomas Van Ness
Jefferson Thach Vo
Nicolette Dawn Walden
Peter Robert Walsh
Kevin Thomas Wanders
Jamie Brooks Womack
Chester Cameron Yavari

December 2013
Kaila Beth Adams
Majed Khalid Alghamdi
Sarah Elizabeth Alston
Rachel Dorothy Asch
Marc Eric Asher
Laura Marie Atkinson
Joshua A. Azoff
Kyle Austin Bailey
Tyler David Baloh
Denis P. Barden
Thomas William Brinkman
Ashston Jade Brown
Caillourn Rose Cather
Matthew Allan Chambers
Kathleen Jane Clagett
Alex R. Clonch
Darwin Antwan Cook
Emily Marie Costello
Kelsey Lynne Coyne
Andrew Warren Crego
Rikki Lee Cushwa
Corey T. Davis
Michael Vincent Depalma
Adrian P. Dubal
Shane Francis Dunfee
Michael Jacob Fellner
James Ferrughelli
Adam Fleisher
Ryan James Fortney
Cara Nicolle Gaich

Matthew Ryan Gilsen
Brandon John Gruskiewicz
Barbara Deanna Hall
Haley Angelique Hamilton
Jonathan Mark Hash
George L. Hess
Heather Dawn Holt
Meaghan Leigh Hunt
Nicos Leo Ioannou
Brodrick Lamar Jenkins
Adam Corey Jones
Matthew William Kinavey
Matthew Drake Kipp
Eric Jay Kreindel
Lindsey Catherine Lawler
Stephen Ryan Lemmon
Caroline Ann Lynch
Danielle Renee Malcom
Bryan Michael Mansilla
Maria Victoria Matheny
Tremayne Wesley Matthews
Rodney James Miller
John Charles Mouy
Kevin Christopher Mulvey
Allison Renee Murdock
* Erika Leigh Neumann
Samuel John Newcomb
Azita Amanda Nikzad
Timothy Scott Onushco
Brock Michael Oroz
Johnathan R. Parker
Kyle Christopher Phillips
Kendra Sue Rhodes
Alaska Jere Richardson
Howard Glenn Self III
Collin Edward Shults
Christopher Paul Shuman
Matthew Anthony Siracusa
Matthew Roosevelt Sisler
Kayla Dawn Smell
Kevin Mcdowell Snyder
Carson Keith Strouther II
Jason John Stump
Christopher Wade Thomas
Alain Ryan Tillquist
Brandon Scott Turner
Kyle Andrew Umstead
Brittney Margaret Walter
Charles William Ward
Ryan Travis Wilson
Jarred William Zuccari

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
REGENTS BACHELOR OF ARTS

August 2013

*** Mallonee Ellen Basham
   Anthony Michael Cafego
   Nicholas Bradford Carr
   Meridith Chesley Trocano
* Crystal Ann Church
   Charles Thomas Conklin
   Devon Camille Copeland
   Anjenette Dorthea Courrier
** Jared Lamar Crews
   Michael LeAlan Crites
   Anne Wheaton Davy
   Anetra Michele Erby Clark
   Robert Owen Fisher
*** Marissa Lynn Gallagher
   Aaron Leonard Graves
   Patric Daron Greene
   Patrick Hammond
   Kelly Ynes Hartranft
   Andrew P. Hochberger
   Teresa Marie Dugan
   Kerissa Ann Kuis
   Nadia M. Langnas
   Andrea Lacie Martin
   Anthony James Mazzotti
   Jonathan Gilbert McAvoy
   Christopher Louis Mendoza, Jr.
   Kent Lee Miller
   Matthew Blair Miller
   Eric Christopher Neely
   Kathryn Joanne Nettlebeck
   Heather Renee Ray
   Sean Andrew Reigel
   John Louis Romeo
   Timothy Paul Secrist
   Petrina Gale Supler
   Sandro Franca Varejao
   Lindsey G. Wagner
   Janelle Marie Washington
   Robert Anderson Weaver
   Christopher Ian White
   Bradley Justin Wright
   Kristin Nicole Wright

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Dear Graduates,

It is my honor to officially welcome you to our alumni family! Today you join more than 190,000 graduates worldwide who share a deep passion and loyalty to their alma mater.

We hope you will take a moment to reflect on your time at West Virginia University. Before leaving, stop by one of your favorite spots. Make sure you grab your smartphone and capture these special moments with friends and family. Hug your friends.

This is an exciting time in your life. As you begin this new journey – whether that is grad school, a new job, or volunteer work – remember that you are forever a Mountaineer. You will always have a home at our beautiful Erickson Alumni Center, and we hope you won’t be a stranger. Visit often.

We are pleased to offer your first year membership in the WVU Alumni Association at no cost to you, so take advantage of our programs and services geared toward keeping you connected to and engaged in the life of WVU (alumni.wvu.edu).

As a graduate, you have access to a strong network of more than 100 chapters and constituent groups who provide professional and social networking opportunities, career advice, volunteer activities, and opportunities to reconnect with your fellow alumni. We will keep you up to date on campus activities, news, and other events via electronic communication and social media. The Alumni Association and other University units have a strong presence on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn - join us!

The Mountaineer Connection (www.mountaineerconnection.com) is your one-stop location for special communication, information on news and events, a WVU e-mail address, and other information. It’s also a place where you can update your personal information and share your successes with classmates.

Don’t leave WVU behind. Use our “new grad” webpage, which includes great information and tools to help you maneuver through the next leg of your journey (http://alumni.wvu.edu/new-grad).

Again, congratulations on this wonderful achievement. We are glad to have you as part of our Mountaineer family.

In Mountaineer Spirit,

Stephen L. Douglas
President, WVU Alumni Association
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